
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 5 

Autumn term 

Curriculum overview 

History (Autumn 1) 

Were the Vikings really vicious? 

NC Ref: The Viking and Anglo saxon 

struggle for England to 1066  

 
Focus: Chronology and key features, 

making a supported judgement, use of 

primary sources to test an 

interpretation.   
 

Geography (Autumn 2) 

Where in the world? Fantastic 

journeys 

Focus: key countries and features of 

the world. Regions, tropics, 

hemispheres, tropics, time zones 

Longitude/Latitude.  

 

Maths 

 Read, write, order and compare 

numbers up to 1,000,000 

 Read Roman numerals to 1,000 

 Round any number to the nearest 

10, 100, 1000, 10 000 and 100 000 

 Solve multi-step problems 

 Add and subtract numbers using 

the formal written methods 

 To understand and identify 

multiples, factors, prime, square 

and cube numbers. 

 Measure and calculate area and 

perimeter 

English 

Around the world in 80 days – describing 

a setting 

The Vikings – Writing a diary from the 

perspective of Biorn the Viking. 

How to train your dragon (Cressida 

Cowell) – Writing a set of instructions on 

how to train our chosen dragon. 

23 degrees, 5 minutes – A diary entry of 

an explorer’s adventures to the North 

Pole 

 

Science 

Autumn 1: forces Properties, 

conductors and insulators, 

dissolving, separating, irreversible 

changes, recording scientific 

results 

Autumn 2: Earth and Space. 

Spherical bodies, relative sizes, 

day and night, seasons, phases of 

the moon, planets in the solar 

system  

Art: Cityscapes 

Art and design techniques, 

drawing and painting with a 

range of materials, great 

artists in history 

DT: Building bridges 

Research and develop design 

criteria fit for a purpose. 

 

PSHE  

Wellbeing, recognising what we 

are good at, online safety. 

 

Computing 

Coding – 2code, online 

safety, spreadsheets 

 

 

 

 

RE  

What is the Qur’an and why is it 

important to Muslims? 

What are the themes of Christmas? 

 

 

French 

Planetes 

Le plage 

 

 

P.E 

Invasion games, rugby, 

football, gymnastics 

Music 

Livin’ on a prayer 

Christmas performance 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  


